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ABSTRACT:

The ribosome is a very large complex that consists of many RNA and protein molecules and plays a central role in protein
biosynthesis in all organisms. Extensive interactions between different molecules are critical to ribosomal functional dynamics. In
this work, intermolecular interactions in the Escherichia coli 70S ribosome are investigated by coarse-grained (CG) analysis. CG
models are defined to preserve dynamic domains in RNAs and proteins and to capture functional motions in the ribosome, and then
the CG sites are connected by harmonic springs, and spring constants are obtained by matching the computed fluctuations to those
of an all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Those spring constants indicate how strong the interactions are between the
ribosomal components, and they are in good agreement with various experimental data. Nearly all the bridges between the small and
large ribosomal subunits are indicated by CG interactions with large spring constants. The head of the small subunit is very mobile
because it has minimal CG interactions with the rest of the subunit; however, a large number of small subunit proteins bind to
maintain the internal structure of the head. The results show a clear connection between the intermolecular interactions and the
structural and functional properties of the ribosome because of the reduced complexity in domain-based CG models. The present
approach also provides a useful strategy to map interactions between molecules within large biomolecular complexes since it is not
straightforward to investigate these by either atomistic MD simulations or residue-based elastic network models.

’ INTRODUCTION

The ribosome is a large RNA�protein complex that synthesizes
proteins in all cells, according to the sequence of messenger RNA
(mRNA). In bacteria, the ribosome consists of a small subunit
(30S) and a large subunit (50S), which together form the complete
70S ribosome. The small 30S subunit is formed from16S ribosomal
RNA (rRNA,∼1550 nucleotides) and about 20 proteins (denoted
as S1, S2, etc.). The large 50S subunit is composed of 23S rRNA
(∼2900 nucleotides), 5S rRNA (∼120 nucleotides), and over 30
proteins (denoted as L1, L2, etc.). Therefore, the total molecular
weight of the ribosome can be as large as 2.4 MDa.

For several decades it was difficult to infer structural details
about the ribosome due to its large size and highly dynamic

nature. Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) reconstructions
provided low-resolution representations of the ribosome in
different functional states.1�8 Those studies, for the first time,
indicated large-scale motion between the two subunits, that is, a
ratchet-like rotation during translocation.3 Amajor breakthrough
was achieved when all-atom crystal structures of the isolated 30S
and 50S subunits were solved.9�13 These structures revealed
atomic details about rRNAs, ribosomal proteins, and their
extensive interactions, which provided insight into the mechan-
ism of protein synthesis.14�18 Progress has further been made in
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obtaining the structure of the whole ribosome.19�27 These high-
resolution structures of the ribosome reveal the molecular-level
mechanism of translation in different stages, including initiation,
elongation cycle, and termination.28�33

All of the low- and high-resolution structures suggest that the
ribosome is a highly dynamic RNA�protein complex with
extensive functional interactions between its components. The
large subunit associates with the small subunit to form the whole
ribosome through a network of inter-subunit bridges.4,20 The
interface between the small and large subunits is occupied by
molecules of transfer RNA (tRNA), which interact with mRNA
through base-pairing between the codon and anticodon. The
functional core of the ribosome contains only rRNAs, and thus S
and L proteins are not directly involved in ribosomal functions.
The majority of the proteins bind on the solvent-exposed side
and periphery of the rRNA molecules, which are critical to
maintain the RNA tertiary fold.12,16,17 Therefore, it is important
to study the interactions between ribosomal components in
order to investigate their couplings, which are related to the
functional dynamics of the whole ribosome.

Computer simulation techniques, such as atomistic molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, play an important role in the study
of functional dynamics of biomolecules.34�36 MD simulations of
the ribosome have been performed and revealed ribosome
dynamics at different functional stages.37�47 They have also
yielded valuable information about interactions in atomic detail,
such as those between different molecules in the ribosome and
those between the ribosome and its accessory factors46 or
drugs.45 However, at the present time, MD simulations of the
ribosome can only reach up to a time scale of a microsecond,47

since it is a very large macromolecular assembly and it is compu-
tationally very expensive to simulate longer time scales. Further-
more, it provides an overly complex picture if one investigates all of
the interactions in the ribosome at the atomic level.

Coarse-grained (CG) models48�53 allow us to simulate very
large biomolecular complexes like the ribosome54 over much
longer time scales than atomistic MD. The global functional
dynamics of the ribosome have been investigated by residue-
based elastic network models (ENMs), in which the positions of
the Cα atoms for amino acids and P atoms for nucleotides are
used to represent the ribosome.55�61 These ENMs have de-
scribed certain global motions55,56 in the ribosome that are in
agreement with the experimental data.3,62,63 They also predict
how the ribosome structure controls the dynamics of tRNA57

and mRNA58,60 to affect peptide synthesis, and how missing
ribosomal protein will affect the motion of rRNAs.59 However,
one cannot determine directly how strong the interactions are
between ribosomal components from these residue-based ENM
models.

In this work, we combine MD data and CG models of the
ribosome to investigate its intermolecular interactions. A pre-
viously developed essential dynamics coarse-graining (ED-CG)
method64�66 defines CGmodels with resolutions lower than one
site per residue, which can preserve dynamic domains in the
ribosome and capture its functional dynamics characterized by
principal component analysis (PCA) of a MD trajectory64 or
ENM of a single structure.65 CG sites in the ED-CG model are
connected by effective harmonic interactions within a certain
cutoff distance, and their spring constants are obtained by
fluctuation-matching to those from the MD simulation.67 Inter-
molecular interactions are then investigated at the CG level and
compared to experimental data.

In the following sections, some details of theMD simulation of
the ribosome are described, and the methods of ED-CG and
fluctuation-matching are also briefly reviewed. Ribosome CG
models are constructed by ED-CG fromMD+PCA.64 By analyz-
ing dynamic domains in the ED-CG model, many functionally
important regions of the ribosome are identified. Their interac-
tions at the CG level are found to be in good agreement with
results inferred from experimental data.

’THEORY AND METHODS

Atomistic MD Simulation of the Ribosome. The initial
starting structure of the 30S and 50S subunits and the P-tRNA anticodon
stem loop were based on the structures 2I2P and 2I2T.68 The A-tRNA
and remainder of P-tRNAweremodeled by aligning the structure 2J00.26

The L7/L12 stalk was based on the structure 1MZP.69 The MD
simulation was performed with a parallel implementation of the
GROMACS package (version 4.0.7),70�73 using the AMBER99p force
field.74 The water and ion setup protocols were similar to our previous
simulations.45 The system contains the ribosome, 388 Mg2+, 6272 K+,
2831 Cl�, and 602 587 SPCE waters, with 2 070 120 atoms in total. A
100 ns production run was conducted by using the Verlet integration
scheme with a 2 fs time step.75 The simulation was performed in a
constant NPT ensemble, and the system was coupled to a temperature
bath of 300 K through use of a Nos�e-Hoover thermostat.76,77 The
pressure was adjusted to 1 bar with a relaxation time of 2.5 ps, and the
compressibility was 4.5 � 10�5 bar�1.78 Covalent bonds were con-
strained using the LINCS algorithm,79 while the cutoff distances for the
van derWaals and Coulomb interactions were both chosen to be 0.9 nm.
The long-range electrostatic interactions were treated by the PME
algorithm,80 with a tolerance of 10�5 and an interpolation order of 4.
ED-CG Ribosome Models. The details of the ED-CG methodol-

ogy with MD+PCA have been described previously.64 From the MD
simulation of the ribosome, a trajectory of the center-of-mass (COM) of
each residue (amino acids or nucleotides) was constructed. This
trajectory, with a number of residues n = 10 986, was used to perform
PCA. After removal of the translational and rotational motion in theMD
simulation by least-squares fitting each frame to a reference structure, a
covariance matrix C∈R3n�R3n of fluctuations of residues’ COM was
constructed. This matrix was then diagonalized to yield 3n eigenvectors
Ψq∈R3n (PCA modes) and corresponding eigenvalues λq (magnitudes
of mode fluctuations). From PCA, an essential subspace81,82 can be
defined that consists of the first few modes (denoted as nED ,3n) that
are dominant in the fluctuations of the system (so-called essential
dynamics).

In ED-CG, a CG map is optimized by minimizing the following
variational residual,

χ2 ¼ 1
3N ∑

N

I¼ 1
∑
i ∈ I

∑
j g i ∈ I

ðΔrEDi Þ2 � 2ΔrEDi 3Δr
ED
j þ ðΔrEDj Þ2

D E
ð1Þ

where N is the number of CG sites to be defined and Æ(ΔriED)2æ is the
mean-square fluctuation of residue i (represented by its COM) in the
essential subspace. If two residues, i and j, move in a highly correlated
fashion, their fluctuation difference would be very small, and χ2

decreases if they are grouped into the same CG site I. By minimizing
the residual, the ribosome is divided into N groups, and the residues in
the same group move as a dynamic domain. It has been argued that
essential dynamics describes functional collective motion of these
domains.83,84 Therefore, by taking the COM of these dynamic domains
as CG sites, thisN-site CGmodel can preserve the dynamic domains and
capture their functional essential dynamics. From the essential PCA
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modes, Æ(ΔriED)2æ can be calculated as

ðΔrEDi Þ2� � ¼ ∑
3

x¼ 1
∑
nED

q¼ 1
Ψix

q λqΨ
ix
q � tr ðcEDÞii

� � ð2Þ

whereΨq
ix is the component corresponding to the x (=1,2,3) coordinate

of the COM of residue i in the eigenvectorΨq. The term (cED)ii∈R3�
R3 refers to the ith superelement of amatrixCED∈R3n�R3n, which is the
covariance matrix in the essential subspace. tr[...] represents the trace.
Therefore, eq 1 can be rewritten in the following form in the case of
PCA:

χ2 ¼ 1
3N ∑

N

I¼ 1
∑
i ∈ I

∑
j g i ∈ I

ðtr½ðcEDÞii� � 2tr½ðcEDÞij� þ tr½ðcEDÞjj�Þ ð3Þ

ED-CG ribosome models were defined as sequence-based models.64,65

That is to say, CG sites are contiguous along the primary sequence, and
the residues in each dynamic domain are contiguous as well. Therefore,
one only needs to define boundaries to divide dynamic domains (a
boundary is the last residue of a domain). The sequence-based ED-CG
model defines a kind of “quasi-molecule” at the CG level, consistent with
the underlying primary sequence. It should be noted that the number of
CG sites in the sequence-based model needs to be enough to preserve
the dynamic domains properly. If a sequence-contiguous domain is too
large due to a too coarse model, the residues within the domain may not
move collectively, and the residual (eq 3) would be very high. On the
other hand, defining a large number of CG sites in the ribosome will
make the ED-CG calculations very expensive, although the value of the
residual (eq 3) is decreased. From our experience, the sequence-based
ED-CG model will be optimal if one CG site represents about 20�30
residues (n/N) on average. At this resolution, the contiguous residues
within the same dynamic domain are most likely correlated in their
motions, which makes the residual (eq 3) fairly small.

Since the ribosome is a large complex with more than 60 molecules, a
“divide and conquer” strategy was used.65 ED-CG was applied to the
whole ribosome first with hundreds of initial random boundary sets.
After minimizing the residual (eq 3) of these sets respectively, the
average number of CG sites in each molecule was obtained that
determined the distribution of CG sites among ribosomal components.
A total of 400 and 800 initial boundary sets were tried, respectively, and
their CG-site distributions among the molecules were found to be the
same. Therefore, in all the ED-CG ribosome models, only 400 initial
boundary sets were used. By fixing the number of CG sites in each
molecule, positions of these CG sites were variationally optimized within
the molecule, separately, to further minimize the residual. This “divide
and conquer”method was found to be efficient to find a robust ED-CG
model, especially to a large biomolecular complex with many molecular
components.65

Fluctuation Matching. In fluctuation matching,67 CG sites are
connected by effective harmonic bonds. These spring constants are
optimized by minimizing the difference between the bond-length
fluctuations calculated from the CG model and those from MD. After
obtaining a CG map from the ED-CG method, a CG trajectory was
constructed from the trajectory of the COM of amino acids/nucleotides
in the ribosome. The average structure of the CG trajectory was
computed by aligning all the frames to the reference CG structure and
was used to build an ENM. Any two CG sites within a cutoff distance
were bond-connected. Bond lengths in the average CG structure were
used as the equilibrium values (ÆRIJæ). Mean-squared bond-length
fluctuations were computed from the CG trajectory ÆΔRIJ,MD

2 æ= Æ(RIJ�
ÆRIJæ)2æ, where RIJ is the bond-length between CG sites I and J in a
single frame. From the ENM of the ED-CG model, the mean-squared
bond-length fluctuations can also be obtained (denoted as ÆΔRIJ,ENM2 æ),

which depend on the effective spring constants kIJ between bonds.
Starting from initial spring constants, their optimal values were deter-
mined by minimizing the difference between ÆΔRIJ,ENM2 æ and ÆΔRIJ,MD

2 æ.
Two initial sets of spring constants were tried. In the first set, all the
initial spring constants were chosen as 1, whereas in the second set, the
initial spring constant between two CG sites was weighted by the inverse
square of their distance. It turned out that, after minimization, the final
spring constants from the two different initial cases were very similar;
they were then used to estimate the effective interactions between
ribosomal components at the CG level, thus providing a simplified
picture of the ribosome motions.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of ED-CG Ribosome Models. ED-CG Models
Using Different Segments of the MD Trajectory. Two 40 ns MD
segments were taken from the 100 ns trajectory of the COM of
ribosome residues. One was from 20 to 60 ns (denoted as S1),
and the other was from 60 to 100 ns (denoted as S2). PCA was
performed to S1 and S2, respectively. By defining the number of
PCA modes that contribute 95% of the total fluctuation in the
ribosome as the essential subspace, nED in eq 2 equals 420 in S1
and 228 in S2. An ED-CG 480-site ribosome model was built by
using the two PCA basis sets, respectively (denoted as S1-480st
and S2-480st). With 480 CG sites, the average size of dynamic
domains is about 23 residues (10 986/480). As introduced in
Theory and Methods, this size should be good for sequence-
based ED-CG models. The CG-site distributions among 61
ribosomal components in the two ED-CG 480-site models are
shown in Figure 1. Overall, the CG-site distributions between S1-
480st (black) and S2-480st (red) look similar. After fluctuation
matching, root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) of the CG
sites were calculated from the two ED-CG models, respectively
(red curves in Figure 2a,b). For comparison, the RMSF values of
the CG sites were also computed from S1 and S2, respectively
(black curves in Figure 2a,b). Both S1-480st and S2-480st can
well reproduce fluctuations from their respective MD tra-
jectories. Some regions with large fluctuations (labeled in
Figure 2b) are important in ribosomal functional dynamics,
which will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Themajor difference between the twoMD segments S1 and S2 is
that the protein L10 and the L7/L12 tetramer are more flexible in
S2 (Figure 2b) than those in S1 (Figure 2a). L10 and the L7/L12

Figure 1. CG-site distribution among ribosomal components in the
ED-CG 480-site models, from S1 (black) and S2 (red), respectively.
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tetramer are the last five components in the simulated ribosome
system (Figure 1). More CG sites are allocated in these compo-
nents in the S2-480st model (red in Figure 1) than in the S1-
480st model (black in Figure 1). Since these components
fluctuate more in S2 than in S1, the ED-CG method naturally
assigns more CG sites to preserve their larger motions in the S2-
480st model.
ED-CG Models with Different Resolution. By using the MD

segment S2, two additional ED-CG models with 360 and 600
sites were defined (denoted as S2-360st and S2-600st, re-
spectively) and compared with the S2-480st model. The average
dynamic domain size in the S2-360st model is a little more than
30 residues (10986/360), and its residual (eq 3) has a value of
475.7. The average domain size in the S2-600st model is less than
20 residues, and the residual is as low as 133.5. The residual of the
S2-480st model is 233.2. By comparing the RMSFs of the CG
sites after fluctuation matching, the three ED-CG models with
different resolution are very similar in describing fluctuations of
the functional units in the ribosome (Figure 2b�d). In the
following sections, only results from the S2-480st model are
shown in the main text, while results from the other ED-CG
models (S1-480st, S2-360st, and S2-600st) can be found in the
Supporting Information (SI).
Functional DomainsDescribedby the ED-CGModel. In the

S2-480st ribosome model (Figure 3), there are 62 sites in 16S
rRNA (Figure 4a), 111 sites in 23S rRNA (Figure 4b), 101 sites
in the S proteins (Figure 5), three sites in A-site and P-site tRNA,
respectively, three sites in mRNA (Figure 6), six sites in 5S rRNA
(Figure 7), and 191 sites in the L proteins (Figure 8). Although
480 sites are very coarse compared to the size of the ribosome, it
can already describe functional domains in the system quite well.
16S rRNA. 16S rRNA is the major component of the 30S small

subunit, which contributes 14% of residues (22% mass) of the

whole ribosome. There are four secondary structural domains in
16S rRNA along its sequence (Figure 4a): the 50 domain, the
central domain, the 30 major domain, and the 30 minor domain.
The 62 sites in 16S rRNA are shown in Figure 4a, colored
according to the four domains. The 50, central, and 30 major
domains are compact domains, and their CG sites (blue, red, and
magenta, respectively) are clearly separated. This CG-site dis-
tribution can describe the collective motions between these
domains properly. Detailed analysis indicates that the CG sites
identify many secondary structural motifs (such as helices) in
16S rRNA. For example, the spur region in the 50 domain (body)
corresponds to helix 6 (h6), and there are four CG sites defined
in it. The beak region in the central domain (head) is comprised
of h33, and four CG sites are located in this helix as well. Both the
spur and beak regions, which are also indicated in Figure 2b, are
flexible.56 Therefore, high densities of CG sites are located in
these regions in order to describe their dynamics. Unlike the
other three domains, the 30 minor domain is extended (yellow in
Figure 4a), containing only two helices (h44 and h45). The two
helices are located at the interface between the 30S and 50S
subunits, and h44 is believed to act as a dynamic anchor for
translocation.56 There are six CG sites defined in h44 and only
one site in h45.
23S rRNA. 23S rRNA is the largest component in the ribosome,

containing 26% of the residues (42% mass) of the whole
system.30 The sequence of 23S rRNA can be divided into six
secondary structural domains (from I to VI). The 111 CG sites in
23S rRNA are colored according to these sequential domains
(Figure 4b). It is clear that the CG sites in the six sequential
domains are significantly intertwined with each other, which is
quite different from those in 16S rRNA (Figure 4a). The CG-site
distribution indicates that the six sequential domains in 23S
rRNAdo not behave as dynamic domains with collectivemotions

Figure 2. Root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) of CG sites in the ribosome ED-CGmodels. (a) The S1-480st model. (b) The S2-480st model. 16S
rRNA, S proteins, 23S rRNA, and L proteins are indicated. Some regions with large fluctuations, which may be functionally important, are labeled.
(c) The S2-360st model. (d) The S2-600st model. The black curves are RMSFs computed from the MD, and the red curves are those from fluctuation
matching.
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between them. Instead, the majority of 23S rRNA acts like a
single rigid body.56 From this massive body, a central protuber-
ance (CP) and two stalks stretch out (Figures 3a and 4b). The
CP interacts with 5S rRNA and some L proteins. The two stalks
are L1 and L7/L12 stalks, respectively, which are dynamic
elements in 23S rRNA and undergo movement in connec-
tion with their functional interactions. These flexible regions
have higher densities of CG sites than the bulk body region
(Figures 3a and 4b).
S Proteins. The present ribosome structure consists of 20 S

proteins (S2�S21), which are involved in stabilizing the tertiary
structure of 16S rRNA through extensive protein�RNA
interactions.12,16 The ED-CG method has defined CG models
for all the S proteins with good convergence, and Figure 5 shows
the CG sites of seven S proteins (S2, S4, S5, S12, S13, S15, and
S20). The S proteins typically have one or more globular
domains, plus extended internal loops or long N- or C-terminal
tails.16 The ED-CG models (Figure 5) can identify these
extended regions, which may be functionally important to
associate with the RNA inside the ribosome. Inside the globular
domains, the CG sites preserve these dynamic domains and
maintain the topology.
tRNAs. The ribosome has three binding sites for tRNA

molecules: the A (aminoacyl), P (peptidyl), and E (exit) sites.
In the simulated system, the A- and P-sites are each occupied by a

tRNA. There are three CG sites in the A-tRNA (with sequence
numbers 1�25, 26�47, and 48�76, respectively) and also three
CG sites in the P-tRNA (with sequence numbers 1�23, 24�47,
and 48�76, respectively). The three dynamic domains defined
by ED-CG are almost the same between the two tRNAmolecules
(Figure 6). Especially the anticodon stem loop (ASL, from
nucleotides 26�44) is almost exactly identical in both the A-
and P-tRNAs (green in Figure 6).
5S rRNA. 5S rRNA is located at the top of the CP. There are

only six CG sites in 5S rRNA since it is a small RNA molecule
with 117 nucleotides (2�118) in the simulated system
(Figure 7). It consists of three stems that project out from the
loop A.85 These stems bind to different regions in 23S rRNA and
L proteins.17,86 The six CG sites preserve the topology of the
three stems quite well (Figure 7), which may suggest that
collective domain motions exist between them.
L Proteins. There are 33 L proteins in the present 70S

ribosome structure. The most striking feature of L proteins is
that there are many extensions in the protein structures
(Figure 8). It has been said that the L proteins generally contact
sites in several domains that are often far apart along the
sequence of the large subunit RNAs.17 The structural extensions
in the L proteins may help to stabilize these interdomain
interactions that are necessary to maintain the structural integrity
of the large subunit. The CG sites successfully defined these

Figure 4. (a) The 62 CG sites in 16S rRNA (view from its solvent-
exposed side). There are four secondary structural domains along the
sequence: 50 (blue), central (magenta), 30 major (red), and 30 minor
(yellow). The spur region in the body, the beak region in the head, the
platform, and h44 are labeled. (b) The 111 CG sites in 23S rRNA
(interface view). There are six secondary structural domains along the
sequence: I (blue), II (cyan), III (green), IV (yellow), V (red), and VI
(magenta). Peptidyl transferase center (PTC), CP, L1, and L7/L12 stalk
bases are labeled.

Figure 3. The S2-480st ribosomemodel. 16S rRNA, yellow; S proteins,
blue; tRNAs (A-site and P-site, respectively), gray; mRNA, orange; 5S
rRNA, cyan; 23S rRNA, red; L proteins, green. (a) View from the
solvent-exposed side of 16S rRNA. The spur region, 5S rRNA, central
protuberance (CP), and proteins L1, L10, L11, and L7/L12 are labeled.
(b) Side view showing the subunit interface, with the 30S subunit on the
left. tRNA molecules are labeled. Figures 3�10 were created using
VMD.94 In these figures, sequence-contiguous CG sites within each
ribosomal component are connected by effective bonds.
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extensions in the L proteins (Figure 8). Some proteins, such as
L1, L10, and L7/L12, are highly flexible (Figure 2). Correspond-
ingly higher densities of CG sites are located in these proteins
(Figure 8a,d).
Intermolecular Interactions from the ED-CG Model. As

introduced in the method of fluctuation matching, a large cutoff
distance of 88 Å was used to avoid missing any important
interactions over long distances. Thus, the CG sites in the S2-
480st ribosome model are connected by 27 567 effective bonds
in total, with each CG site bonded with at least other 40 sites.
Spring constants of all these bonds were obtained by fluctuation
matching. A large spring constant indicates that the bond
between two CG sites is stiff, and their effective interaction can
be strong if they are close in distance. The majority of the bonds
have very soft (near-zero) spring constants, which are treated as
no-bond connections. There are only 4883 bonds (about 18% of
the total) that have spring constantsg0.05kBT/Å

2, and such
a bond between two CG sites is defined as a CG interaction.
Table 1 lists the distribution of CG interactions between

ribosomal components in the S2-480st model, and the results
from other ED-CG models can be found in Table S1 in the SI.
Thus, intermolecular interactions in the ribosome can be in-
vestigated at the CG level.
CG Interactions between the Small and Large Subunits.

There are 257 CG interactions between the 30S and the 50S
subunits in the S2-480st model. The two subunits are associated
through a network of inter-subunit bridges, which involve
RNA�RNA, RNA�protein, and protein�protein interactions.
These inter-subunit bridges have been investigated according to
atomic structures of the ribosome.20,22 Here we look into the
bridge interactions at the CG level and also estimate how strong
the bridges are on the basis of the number of CG interactions and
their spring constants. The distribution of CG interactions
between the small and large subunits is 61 CG interactions
between 16S and 23S rRNA, 73 between 16S rRNA and L
proteins, 60 between S proteins and 23S rRNA, and 62 between S
proteins and L proteins (Table 1). Nearly all the inter-subunit

Figure 7. ED-CG six-site model of 5S rRNA. The 50 site is colored blue,
and the 30 site is colored red. Between them, there are alternating green
and gray sites in order to indicate different domains. Loop A is labeled,
and three of its stems are indicated by arrows. Loop C that binds to
protein L5 is also labeled.

Figure 5. ED-CG models of S proteins: (a) S2 (13 sites), (b) S4 (eight sites), (c) S5 (five sites), (d) S12 (four sites), (e) S13 (six sites), (f) S15 (three
sites), and (g) S20 (four sites). For each S protein, the N-terminal site is colored blue and the C-terminal site is colored red. Between them, there are
alternating green and gray sites in order to indicate different dynamic domains.

Figure 6. ED-CG models of mRNA and tRNAs (A-site and P-site,
respectively). The mRNA is colored orange, and the anticodon stem
loop (ASL) in each tRNA is colored green.
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bridges are identified by CG interactions (Table 2 for the S2-
480st model, and Table S2 in SI for the other three ED-CG
models). For example, bridges B1a and B1b are located between
the head of the 30S subunit and the top of the 50S subunit. The
bridge B1a consists of interactions between S13 and H38 in 23S
rRNA (Figure 9), and there are three CG interactions between
them (Table 2). The bridge B1b forms between S13 and L5
(Figure 9), which are connected by as many as eight CG
interactions (Table 2). Many S and L proteins are located
separately at the two opposite solvent-exposed surfaces in the
ribosome (Figure 3b, blue and green). The bridge S13-L5 has a
significant contribution to the interactions between the S and L
proteins, with eight out of the total 62 CG interactions (Table 1).
5S rRNA in the large subunit has few interactions with the small
subunit (Table 1, and Table S1 in SI). In the S2-480st model, 5S
rRNA has only a single interaction of its loop C with the
N-terminal of protein S13 (Figure 9). S13 is greatly involved in
the bridges B1a and B1b, and protein L5 (involved in the bridge
B1b) also makes close contacts with the loop C in 5S rRNA

(Figure 7).17,86 Therefore, it seems that 5S rRNAmay also play a
role in the inter-subunit bridges (Figure 9). The unit h44 is a long
helix (also called a penultimate stem), which is the dominant
structural component at the interface of the 30S subunit
(Figure 4a). Therefore, it involves extensive bridge interactions
with the 50S subunit, such as bridges B2a, B3, B5, and B6
(Figure 10). There are many CG interactions with large spring
constants in these bridges (Table 2). All of them are formed
between h44 and domain IV (located at the center of the 50S
body; see regions colored yellow in Figure 4b). The surface of
domain IV is structurally complementary to h44,22 which may
explain why they constitute the major inter-subunit bridges with
many CG interactions. These CG interactions have generally
larger spring constants than those in the head bridges (B1a and
B1b, Table 2), which again indicate that the ribosome body is rigid,
whereas the head is mobile and can rotate relative to the body.
CG Interactions between Domains within 16S rRNA. Among

the 62 CG sites in 16S rRNA, there are 25 sites in the 50 domain,
12 sites in the central domain, 18 sites in the 30 major domain,
and 7 sites in the 30 minor domain. According to the distribution
of these CG sites (Figure 4a), they can preserve the four domains
that move relative to one another during protein synthesis.
Therefore, it is interesting to count CG interactions between
the four domains inside 16S rRNA (Table 3).
There are 320 CG interactions in total within 16S rRNA

(Table 1), and over two-thirds of them (217) are intradomain
CG interactions (Table 3). In all the interdomain CG interac-
tions, the 30 major domain (the head of 16S rRNA, red in
Figure 4a) has the minimal number of 25 CG interactions with
the other domains, although it contains the second largest
number of 18 CG sites. The smallest number of CG interactions
between the head and other domains makes it easier to move
relative to the other domains, which is consistent with the head
motion during the translocation process.24,87 The 30 minor
domain (consisting of h44 and h45) is the smallest in all the
four domains with the minimal number of seven CG sites;
however, it has the largest number of 61 extensive CG interac-
tions with the other domains. This result supports the notion that
h44 may serve as a dynamic anchor for the motion of the 30S
subunit.56

Figure 9. Inter-subunit bridges B1a and B1b between the head of the
30S subunit and the top of the 50S subunit. The bridges are described by
interactions between CG sites. Those CG interactions with large spring
constants are connected (colored cyan for the bridge B1a and magenta
for the bridge B1b). The proteins S13 and L5 are colored as in Figures 5e
and 8c; 5S rRNA is colored as in Figure 7. H38 contains two CG sites,
which are colored blue (50) and red (30), respectively.

Figure 8. ED-CG models of L proteins: (a) L1 (16 sites), (b) L2 (nine
sites), (c) L5 (nine sites), and (d) L10 (13 sites), with the L7/L12
tetramer (16 sites). For L proteins L1, L2, L5, and L10, the N-terminal
site is colored blue, and theC-terminal site is colored red. Between them,
there are alternating green and gray sites in order to indicate different
dynamic domains. The CG sites in the L7/L12 tetramer are all colored
orange.

Table 1. CG Interactions between the Ribosomal
Components

16S S proteins P-tRNA mRNA A-tRNA 5S 23S L proteins

16S 320a 644 13 22 22 0 61 73

S proteins 512 11 31 18 1 60 62

P-tRNA 3 1 7 0 27 24

mRNA 1 1 0 2 0

A-tRNA 2 0 20 9

5S 12 21 76

23S 712 1197

L proteins 918
a If two CG sites are connected by an effective bond with a spring
constant g0.05 kBT/Å

2, they have a CG interaction.
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CG Interactions between 16S rRNA and S Proteins. There are
644 CG interactions between 16S rRNA and its S proteins
(Table 1). According to experimental structures of the 30S
subunit,12,16 S proteins are not evenly distributed around 16S
rRNA. Instead, many of them are located on the solvent-exposed
side and periphery of the small subunit. There are also a larger
number of proteins that bind to the head than to the other
regions. Here CG interactions between S proteins and the four
domains in 16S rRNA are computed. S proteins have 185 CG
interactions with the 50 domain, 135 with the central domain, 263
with the 30 major domain, and only 61 with the 30 minor domain,
respectively. Consistent with the structural data, the head (30
major domain) of 16S rRNA has the strongest CG interactions
with S proteins. Since the head is highly mobile relative to the
other three domains, more CG interactions with S proteins may
help to stabilize and maintain the internal structure of the head
domain. The 30 minor domain has the minimal number of CG
interactions with the S proteins because h44 and h45 are located
at the interface between the subunits where not many S proteins
are surrounded.
CG Interactions between 5S rRNA, 23S rRNA, and L Proteins

in the 50S Subunit. It is not surprising that the largest number of
CG interactions (1197) is between 23S rRNA and its L proteins

since 23S rRNA is the largest ribosomal component that binds
with the greatest number of proteins. The 50S subunit can be
divided into four domains in space: the body, CP, L1 stalk, and
L7/L12 stalk.56 The body is very large and rigid. The 5S rRNA
composes the top of the CP region, which has only one CG
interaction with S13 in the small subunit and 97 CG interactions
with the other parts in the large subunit (Table 1). The precise
function of 5S rRNA has not yet been fully understood. As
discussed above, 5S rRNA may involve the inter-subunit bridges
B1a and B1b between the 30S head and the 50S CP and regulate
the ratchet-like rotation between the subunits. This result sup-
ports the suggestion that 5S rRNAmay function in the process of
translocation.86 The L1 and L7/L12 stalks move relative to the
body with high flexibility. The L1 unit (Figure 8a) has 48 CG
interactions with 23S rRNA, which form the base of L1 stalk. It
has few CG interactions with other L proteins, which make L1
move relatively easily to control the exit of tRNA from its
E-site.58,88

The L7/L12 stalk (Figure 8d) consists of a tetrameric form of
L7/L12 proteins89 in the present ribosome structure. It was
found to be the most flexible region in the ribosome during the

Figure 10. Intersubunit bridges between h44 in the 30S subunit and the
50S subunit. The bridges are described by effective interactions between
CG sites. Those CG interactions with large spring constants are
connected and are colored magenta, except those in panel e. (a) CG
interactions between h44 andH69 that represent the bridge B2a. (b) CG
interactions between h44 and H71 that represent the bridge B3. (c) CG
interactions between h44 and L14 that belong to the bridge B5. (d) CG
interactions between h44 and H64 that belong to the bridge B5. (e) CG
interactions between h44 and H62 that belong to both the bridge B5
(cyan) and the bridge B6 (magenta). (f) CG interactions between h44
and L19 that belong to the bridge B6. For h44, the 50 site is colored blue,
and the 30 site is colored red. Between them there are alternating green
and gray sites in order to distinguish different CG sites. The proteins L14
and L19 are colored as in Figure 8, and all the helices in 23S rRNA are
colored orange.

Table 2. Bridge Interactions between the Small and Large
Subunits in the Ribosome

bridge 30S subunit 50S subunit CG interactions (kmax)

B1a S13a H38b 3c (0.3d)

B1b S13 L5e 8 (1.0)

B2a h44f H69 4 (0.5)

B2b h24 H67, H69 2 (1.4)

h45 H69, H71 2 (2.2)

B2c h24 H67 1 (0.8)

h27 H67 1 (3.6)

B3 h44 H71 1 (13.3)

B4 h20 H34 1 (0.06)

S15 H34 2 (1.8)

B5 h44 H64 2 (6.0)

h44 L14 12 (3.7)

h44 H62 2 (13.3)

B6 h44 H62 2 (13.3)

h44 L19 8 (4.3)

B7a h23 H68 0 (0.04)

B7b h23 L2 5 (0.5)

h24 L2 3 (1.4)

B8 h14 L14 5 (2.0)
a S13 means the S protein 13. bH38 means the helix 38 in the large
subunit. cNumber of CG interactions. dThe largest spring constant (in
kBT/Å

2) in CG interactions that belong to a certain bridge. e L5 means
the L protein 5. f h44 means the helix 44 in the small subunit

Table 3. CG Interactions between Domains in 16S rRNA

50 central 30 major 30 minor

50 110a 28 8 30

central 36 6 20

30 major 65 11

30 minor 6
a If two CG sites are connected by an effective bond with a spring
constant g0.05 kBT/Å

2, they have a CG interaction.
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MD simulation (Figure 2), which is consistent to the single-
molecule FRET data.63 Although each L7/L12 monomer con-
tains only about 30 amino acids, it has a high density of four CG
sites. The L7/L12 stalk has no CG interactions with 23S rRNA. It
has 56 CG interactions with other L proteins, and 50 of them are
with L10. The latter may form the base of the L7/L12 stalk. A
long α-helix at the C-terminal of L10 reaches into the L7/L12
tetramer and makes extensive contacts (Figure 8d).
CG Interactions between mRNA and Other Components.

mRNA has 53 CG interactions with the small subunit but almost
no interactions with the large subunit (Table 1). To start protein
synthesis, mRNA is initially recognized by the 30S subunit, and
then the 50S subunit associates. That is to say, mRNA primarily
binds with the small subunit that is supported by the data of CG
interactions.
There are three CG sites in both the A- and P-tRNAs

(Figure 6), and the anticodon stem loop (ASL) is exactly
identified in both of them (green in Figure 5). The mRNA is
short (36 nucleotides) in the simulated ribosome system, which
is divided into three CG sites (orange in Figure 5). The mRNA
has one CG interaction with the A- and the P-tRNA, respectively
(Table 1). Both of them are between mRNA and ASL in the two
tRNAs. Therefore, the CG interactions appear to reflect the
interactions between anticodon and codon.

’CONCLUSIONS

The E. coli 70S ribosome contains over 60 RNAs and proteins,
and its functional dynamics is achieved through extensive inter-
actions between these components. AtomisticMD simulations of
the ribosome are computationally very expensive due to its large
size.37�47 Information about the intermolecular interactions is
included in atomic MD data, but it is highly complex. Residue-
based ENMs can predict collective dynamics between functional
domains in the ribosome.55�61 However, it is not straightforward
and very complex to investigate how strong these interactions are
by either the MD simulations or the residue-based ENMs.

This article focuses on the interactions between ribosomal
components bymapping theMD fluctuations onto ribosomeCG
models. The ED-CGmethod64�66 is used to build CGmodels of
the ribosome. One of the advantages of the ED-CG models is
that the CG sites can preserve the dynamic domains, and the
resulting simplified, highly reduced resolution CG models are
defined to capture the ribosomal functional dynamics. This idea
of systematically identifying dynamic domains by best fitting to
the essential PCA modes has also been suggested in other
work.90,91 Effective spring constants between the CG sites,
obtained by fluctuation matching67 to those from the MD
simulation, can be used to estimate the strength of the interac-
tions between those dynamic domains properly at the CG level.

Although all interactions between the CG sites are assumed to
be effectively harmonic, the results are quite encouraging. Nearly
all the bridges between the small and large subunits are identified
by one or more CG interactions with large spring constants.
Those CG interactions between the four domains in 16S rRNA
(50, central, 30 major, and 30 minor domains) support that its head
(30 major domain) is functionally most flexible since it has the
smallest number of CG interactions with other domains. How-
ever, the head has the largest number of CG interactions with S
proteins, which can be used to maintain the tertiary structure of
the head. The L proteins at the two stalks (L1 and L7/L12 stalks)
are found to be the most mobile components in the complex

because they have very few CG interactions with the rest of the
ribosome.

Therefore, the ED-CG method, together with fluctuation
matching, provides a strategy to plot a simplified reduced
resolution CG interaction map between structural components
within the ribosome, derived from underlying atomisticMDdata.
These CG interactions are much simpler than those at the atomic
level but are still quite informative because the interactions
between dynamic domains are potentially very important to
describe the functional dynamics of the whole complex. It should
be noted that the ED-CG model and the effective interactions
between the CG sites are generally obtained from a MD
simulation at the time scale of nanoseconds, but the functional
dynamics of the ribosome certainly occurs on much longer time
scales. When using the ED-CG method, one should check
carefully the extent to which the PCA modes can represent
long-time ribosome dynamics. However, it should be empha-
sized that the essential subspace often exhibits good convergence
if it includes enough modes.92 In this article, the essential
subspace consists of the PCA modes that contribute 95% of
the total equilibrium fluctuations in the ribosome. The compar-
ison between the S1- and S2-480st models supports the notion
that the ED-CG models and CG interactions can effectively
describe key functional couplings between the ribosomal com-
ponents, such as the bridge interactions between the small and
large subunits (Table 2, and Table S2 in SI).

Based on the same atomistic MD trajectory (i.e., the same
PCA basis set), the CG interactions will largely depend on the
different ED-CG models. By comparing three ED-CG models
having different resolutions (from 360 to 480 CG sites), they are
seen to all have a similar relative CG-site distributions among
ribosomal components (Table 1, and Table S1 in SI), although
the density of CG interactions is increased. All of the three ED-
CG models can properly describe the inter-subunit bridge
interactions, according to the number of CG interactions and
their spring constants (Table 2, and Table S2 in SI), although
individual CG interactions may vary. Since ED-CG models are
optimized to capture the functional motions in the ribosome in
the underlying MD data (Figure 2), these effective interactions
between CG sites (i.e., dynamics domains) can be reasonably
interpreted as physical and functional couplings among riboso-
mal components.

It must be emphasized that one should consider the optimal
resolution of sequence-based ED-CG models. In a too coarse
model, one CG site may represent a large number of contiguous
residues that do not all move in a correlated fashion. This group
of residues cannot be regarded as a dynamic domain with
ignorable internal motion—in that case the residual would be
very high (eq 3). In this case, the CG interactionsmay not be able
to represent functional couplings among the ribosomal compo-
nents appropriately. In this article, we choose average domain
sizes from 20 to 30 residues, which make the residual of the
sequence-based models fairly low, and the resulting ED-CG
ribosome models thus perform well.

The combination of ED-CG and fluctuation matching can be
used to analyze CG interactions between each ribosomal protein
and rRNA, which may shed some light on assembly/disassembly
of proteins in the 30S and 50S subunits.16,17 Another subject of
future research will be to obtain CG-interaction maps of the
ribosome in different functional states in order to identify key
changes during the process of protein synthesis. This strategy can
generally be applied to any large biomolecular complexes to
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determine effective harmonic interactions for CG elastic models,
and the results may be compared with and even guide single-
molecule experiments. Moreover, such an approach could yield
insight into functional changes of large biomolecules upon
ligand/substrate binding, which can help to uncover potential
sites for experimental mutation studies or drug targets. Con-
formational transitions of the biomolecule can also be investi-
gated by ENM-like models,93 which is another area in which the
ED-CG method may prove to be useful.
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